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Available online 24 September 2021In this paper we study numerically and experimentally non-reversible deformation of anisotropic, semi-flexible
fibre networks. We formulate a Discrete Element Model (DEM) with bonded particles to simulate uniaxial com-
pression of such networks and use this model to describe and quantify the effect of elasto-plastic fibre contacts
and fibre-fibre adhesion on non-reversible deformation. Our results show that inter-fibre adhesion plays a role
for compression in a low solid volume fraction range where adhesive forces can overcome fibre deformation
forces and moments. Also, elasto-plastic contacts between fibres become important at higher solid volume frac-
tions when the yield criterion is exceeded. The combined case of fibres having elasto-plastic contacts and adhe-
sion shows a significant synergetic effect leading to a degree of non-reversible deformation of the network far
beyond that of networks with only elasto-plastic fibre contacts or inter-fibre adhesion.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
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A fibre network is a ubiquitous structure commonly seen in man-
made materials (paper, hygiene products and nonwoven), biological
materials (collagen fibre networks and cytoskeleton of eukaryotic
cells), and polymers (rubber and hydrogels). A number of subclasses
exist for fibre networks, such as bonded (cross-linked) vs. non-
bonded (entangled) ones, flexible vs. semi-flexible, and anisotropic vs
isotropic fibre networks [1]. In bonded fibre networks inter-fibre
bonds restrict fibre rearrangement, understood as the relative sliding of
fibres during network deformation, leading tomoremechanically stable
structures, while non-bonded fibre networks are more prone to non-
reversible deformation from tensile or compressive strain. Fibre net-
works are often used for their mechanical properties in relation to
weight, as well as their fluid transport properties due to the inherent
permeable nature of these materials. The packing density of the fibres
in the network is often characterized by the bulk density, or as we
choose in this paper, the closely related solid volume fraction defined
as the ratio of solid material volume to total volume. These characteris-
tics have a strong influence on mechanical and fluid transport proper-
ties of the networks. This influence is often used in both nature anddMaritime Sciences –Division
thenburg, Sweden.
röm).
.V. This is an open access article undindustry to tailor materials with specific properties such as in the non-
woven, paper tissue and absorbent product industries, where control-
ling of inter-fibre bonding and the degree of compaction is used to
design materials with specific properties in terms of tensile strength,
softness and permeability. In these cases, compaction of the network
is often done in the form of compression by applying uniaxial pressure
in the production process to induce non-reversible deformation of the
network in order to achieve the desired solid volume fraction and, in
consequence, the desired mechanical and fluid transport properties of
the network. Compaction and controlling the solid volume fraction of
fibre networks are hence key parts of several industrial processes.
The studying of compression of fibre networks goes back to the tex-
tile industry in themid-20th centurywhere vanWyk developed a semi-
empirical model for pressure as a function of solid volume fraction [2].
The work was followed by further development of statistical models
by, for example, Komori [3] and Toll [4]. However, these models relied
on some simplifying assumptions, such as affine deformation of fibre-
fibre contacts, which did not account for fibre rearrangement in the
form of sliding and led to fully reversible deformation during loading-
unloading.
More recent work includes numerical studies of non-bonded fibre
networks primarily using discrete element (DEM) or bead-spring
models to capture fibre deformation and also to account for fibre-fibre
rearrangement. The latter is an important aspect especially in non-
bonded networks as it significantly impacts both the overall response
and the non-reversible deformation of these soft materials. Importanter the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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network pressure during compression. A study by Barbier et al. con-
firmed that stresses followed the predicted dependence on density by
vanWyk, a power function with an exponent of 3, and that the number
of fibre-fibre contacts increased linearly with density [5]. Ban et al.
found that for networks consisting of fibres with varying fibre stiffness,
the overall network stiffness decreased as the variability of the fibre
stiffness increased at a constant mean fibre stiffness [6].
Other significant findings relate to the characteristic transitions of
deformation mode that occur during compression of fibre networks.
Rodney et al. studied the packing density and entanglement transition
of such networks and found that the entanglement transition which
happens when mechanical equilibrium is achieved under non-zero ap-
plied pressure occurs at amuch smaller volume fraction for longerfibres
than for shorter ones [7]. Subramanian and Picu studied triaxial com-
pression of semiflexible fibre networks and found that in a low density
regime of compression the fibre strain energy is associated primarily
with the bending of fibres, while at higher densities it transitions to
being stored primarily in the axial deformation mode [8]. Hossain
et al. looked at uniaxial compression, as opposed to triaxial, and found
that the fibre strain energy is associated primarily with the bending of
fibres at lower densities, while at higher densities it transitions to pri-
marily being stored in the transverse contact deformation mode as op-
posed to the axial deformation mode [9]. When studying the role of
friction in compression of fibre networks, Barbier et al. found that fric-
tion between fibres led to increased energy stored in the fibre axial de-
formation mode and increased network pressure during loading, while
axial deformation energy reducing sharply during unloading led to a
more pronounced hysteresis in the loading-unloading cycle [5]. Guo
et al. studied macroscopic response to uniaxial compression of flexible
fibre networks with varying fibre aspect ratios (2–25). It was found
that the response could be divided into the following three regimes:
yielding, transitional and hardening. High fibre aspect ratios, friction
and confining pressure were found to promote a hardening behaviour
[10]. The transition behaviour of semi-flexible fibre networks is also
known in tensile deformation of bonded fibre networks, from the
work by Head et al., where the fibre deformation mode transitions be-
tween bending and axial deformation depending on network density
and deformation [11].
Overall, these findings paint the picture of semi-flexible fibre net-
works as being a class of materials with a wide range of regimes and
with very varying responses to stress. The regime that prevails is depen-
dent on the network properties such as density, and fibre properties
such as aspect ratio and fibre stiffness in the different deformation
modes, as well as on the form of network compression.
Given the strong and nonlinear dependence of compressive stiffness,
tensile strength and also other network properties such as fluid perme-
ability on the network density, non-reversible deformation of networks
due to compression becomes significant in understanding the behav-
iour of this type of materials. At the same time, due to the soft and de-
formable nature of such networks, large non-reversible deformation is
commonly seen experimentally, e.g. [12], showing compression of an
originally low density network leading to a solid volume fraction of
greater than 0.2 after unloading. Non-reversible deformation is also
commonly used in industrial applications when designing networks
with various desired properties [13]. We also note that the presence of
moisture or humidity is known to significantly influence themechanics
of nonbonded fibre networks and that pulp fibres, even in a “dry” state,
still contain a considerable amount of liquid at room temperature and
50% relative humidity, typically around 5–10 wt%. This presence of
moisture and the dependence of network mechanics on humidity sug-
gests the existence of effects of inter-fibre adhesion or elasto-plastic de-
formation of fibres on non-reversible deformation. Despite these
implications, not much modelling work has been done in the research
community in characterizing and studying the phenomena behind
non-reversible compressive deformation in non-bonded semi-flexible302fibre networks. Some studies did, however, observe non-reversible de-
formation in simulations. Subramanian andPicu observed a small differ-
ence between first and subsequent loadings in triaxial compression of
semiflexible fibre networks using a bead-spring model, which was at-
tributed to fibre rearrangement [8]. Barbier et al. performed modelling
of triaxial compression of semi-flexible fibre networks to study the ef-
fect of friction on hysteresis during loading-unloading cycles. Non-
reversible strain was observed between first and second loadings and
the authors chose to study only subsequent loadings in order not to ac-
count for this strain [5]. Guo et al. modelled uniaxial compression of low
aspect-ratio rubber cords. Loading stress during a second load-cyclewas
observed to be reduced both in experiments and simulations and attrib-
uted to compaction from the first load-cycle [14]. These studies, how-
ever, involved networks of elastic fibres without inter-fibre adhesion
or plastic deformation, which led to the fact that the only effects that
contributed to non-reversible deformation of thenetworkwere fibre re-
arrangement due to sliding and fibre deformation due to fibre-fibre fric-
tion. As a consequence, in such studies non-reversible deformation was
observed on a level that is considerably less than that commonly seen in
industrial applications. This fact raises the question of the origin of large
non-reversible deformation in this type of networks and the possible
impact of adhesion and plastic deformation of fibres due to their
known dependence on moisture and humidity. In this work we will
characterize and explain these effects.
The effect of inter-fibre adhesion on themechanics of fibre networks
has been studied and shown to have significant impact on the response
of networks. Picu and Sengab characterized adhesion-driven structural
evolution and fibre bundling of nonbonded fibre networks [15]. Guo
et al. used DEM to simulate the dynamics of wet, semi-flexible fibres
[16]. Negi and Picu studied response of planar fibre networks stabilised
by fibre-fibre adhesion due tensile loading [17]. The same authors stud-
iedmechanical behaviour of bonded fibre networkswith inter-fibre ad-
hesion in uniaxial tension and compression using a 2D model [18]. The
results in compression for small strains showed an initial linear elastic
regime followed by strain localization.
Elasto-plastic deformation of fibres can occur either in the form of
plastic contact deformation in the fibre-fibre contact points or in the
form of plastic bending deformation due to large moments exerted on
the fibre. The effect of these forms of plastic deformation has been ad-
dressed previously and shown to result in the existence of a significant
impact onmechanical response from compression. Guo et al. developed
a bonded sphero-cylinder model to simulate fibres that undergo plastic
bending deformation and validated the results for single fibres using a
finite element model [19]. Leblicq et al. used DEM to model crop
stems where the effect of plastic contact deformation was incorporated
in the model, and non-reversible deformation of the network was ob-
served in uniaxial compression of a small number of fibres [20]. Guo
et al. simulated uniaxial compression of fibre assemblies by studying
compression force development and hysteresis in the loading-
unloading cycle for different contact force models and plastic deforma-
tion of fibres. Elastic fibres were compared to elasto-plastic ones
experiencing plastic deformation due to both bending and contact de-
formation. It was found that the elasticfibre bendingmodel significantly
overpredicted the loads in the low solid volume fraction range where
bending dominated and that the elastic fibre-fibre contact model
overpredicted the loads in the high solid volume fraction range where
contact deformation was dominant [21].
In this study we examine non-reversible deformation due to large
network strain from uniaxial compression in non-bonded, semi-
flexible, anisotropic networks. Such networks are commonly seen in
papers, hygiene products, nonwovens and also some biological fibre
networks. The effect of non-reversible deformation on network solid
volume fraction is crucial in understanding this class of materials in
terms ofmechanical response, aswell as fluid transport and other prop-
erties. In particular, we note that large non-reversible deformation is
commonly seen in these types of materials, something which has not
Fig. 1. Pressure vs. solid volume fractionmeasured for two samples of pulpfibre networks.
Eachmeasurement consists of a sequence of two repeated compression–unloading cycles
with the second compression intended to characterize thenetwork deformation sustained
from the first compression. The two different measurements are labelled 1000 kPa and
10 kPa based on the maximum pressure applied during compression.
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look at compression of a pulp fibre network commonly found in baby
diapers, feminine pads and incontinence pads. The networks are created
by air-laid fibres creating a low-density anisotropic network known to
be very soft and prone to non-reversible deformation. We therefore
model fibre networks in 3D using DEM to represent non-bonded fibres
with stiffnesses in normal, shear, bend and twist that interact with fric-
tion, inter-fibre adhesion and elasto-plastic fibre-fibre contact deforma-
tion. We have chosen not to incorporate plastic deformation due to
bending in our model. We base this choice on findings from the litera-
ture that fibre shape was unaffected after the pulp fibre network had
been subjected to high compression pressures and large degrees of
non-reversible deformation [22]. The numerical framework is used to
characterize the effect of adhesion and plastic contact deformation of fi-
bres on the non-reversible deformation of the network to further un-
derstand the nature of this class of materials. The approach used here
is to model different cases of fibre-fibre contact mechanics separately
in order to isolate the various phenomena of contact mechanics and
compare the characteristics of the obtained response to the measure-
ments. Such an approach results in four different cases of contact me-
chanics evaluated. First, we have the case with elastic fibres without
adhesion, and then look at elastic fibres with adhesion. After that, we
study the effect of elasto-plastic contacts between fibres without adhe-
sion and, finally, we investigate the combined effect of elasto-plastic
contacts between fibres and adhesion.
2. Measurements
We performed measurements to look at characteristic behaviour of
fibre networks during uniaxial compression. The network tested
consisted of air laid Southern Pine pulp fibres with an areal density of
400 g/m2, a type of fibre network often found in hygiene products
such as diapers, incontinence pads and feminine pads. The process of
creating the network involves separated fibres transported in air being
deposited on a perforated plate resulting in a low-density anisotropic
network. Fibres had an average length of 1.8 mmwith coarseness 0.27
mg/m, curl index of 0.14 and effective fibre density of 1000 kg/m3.
The tests were performed at 23°C and RH50% using an Instron tester
equipped for compression measurements. The sample network was
placed on a flat base and compressed at slow speed using a flat probe
with a circular cross section of 11 mm diameter and with the size of
the sample being larger than the diameter of the probe. Each test
consisted of two sequences of loading-unloading in the same spot to
characterize the development of pressure vs. solid volume fraction for
two repeated loadings. Two cases of measurements were performed
where different samples were compressed up to 10 kPa and 1000 kPa,
respectively.
The pressure response from the network when increasing the solid
volume fraction, SVF, by means of compression, is shown in Fig. 1. The
difference between the first and second loading is due to the non-
reversible deformation caused by the first loading. We see in both
cases, compression to 10 kPa and to 1000 kPa, that the pressure re-
sponse is lower at a given solid volume fraction in the second compres-
sion compared to thefirst one for the entire range of SVF tested up to the
point of maximum pressure tested. At this point the curves from the
first and second loading collapse.
We use the term initial solid volume fraction to describe the solid vol-
ume fractionwhen the compression is starting to affect the fibre network,
not only touching or compressing single fibres sticking out of the sample.
The pressure atwhich the initial solid volume fraction is defined is 0.1 kPa
in accordance with the procedure from [23]. The initial solid volume
fraction can serve as a measure for the comparison of different compres-
sion schemes. A difference in the initial solid volume fraction between
the first and second compression is the measure we use to establish
whether the non-reversible deformation i.e., permanent compression of
the network was obtained.303In themeasured samples the initial solid volume fractionwas 0.06 at
the first compression. After compressing up to 10 kPa, the initial solid
volume fraction before the second compression had increased to 0.07
(Fig. 1), while compression up to 1000 kPa increased the initial solid
volume fraction more, to 0.10.
In summary, the measurements show a significant impact on non-
reversible deformation from the first compression through the entire
pressure range tested, both for the tests with low and high maximum
compressive forces.
3. Methodology
3.1. Discrete element modelling
In thiswork,fibre networks aremodelled on a singlefibre level using
Discrete Element Modelling (DEM). Particle interactions can take vari-
ous forms, such as contact interactions in the normal direction, for ex-
ample compressibility of particles, and tangential direction through
inter-particle friction. Particles may also be bonded together and
interacting through forces or torques between the bonded particles.
The law governing this system of particles is the conservation of linear
momentum and angular momentum:
mi€ri ¼ ∑
j
F ij þ Fbi , ð1Þ
∂
∂t
Ii∙ωið Þ ¼ ∑
j
T ij, ð2Þ
wheremi is themass and ri is the position vector of the i-th particle, Fij is
the interaction force between the i-th and j-th particles and Fib is the
body force acting on the i-th particle. For angular momentum, Ii is the
moment of inertia tensor, ωi is the angular velocity and Tij is the
interaction torque between the i-th and j-th particles. In thiswork fibres
are modelled as a string of connected spherical particles as illustrated in
Fig. 2, linked by bonds with stiffnesses in the normal, shear, twist and
Fig. 2. Illustration of a fibre modelled as a string of 110 connected particles.
Fig. 3. The relationship between adhesive force and surface to surface separation.
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and tangential contact forces. For bonded particles the contact inter-
action is disabled and the interaction forces, Fij, and moments, Tij,
come from the bonded interaction. The choice of spherical particles as
opposed to spherocylindrical or other particle shapes was based
on improved time for contact search and longer time steps allowed
without introducing erroneous rotational kinetic energy. In relation to
the latter choice, the reader is further referred to [19]. In this work we
are using the open source DEM software LIGGGHTS [24] with particle-
particle bonds based on the work by Richter [25] and Schramm et al.
[26]. This results in a representation of fibres that facilitates translation,
rotation and relative sliding of fibres, while at the same time capturing
fibre geometry,mechanical properties and contact interactions of fibres.3.2. Contact force models
Contacts between non-bonded particles are modelled as elastic or
elasto-plastic, and with or without taking into account the adhesive
force between particles. An elastic contact is modelled using a Hertzian
contact model with Coulomb friction using an elastic modulus for con-
tact of 1 GPa [27] and friction coefficient of 0.3.
Elasto-plastic contacts between fibres are modelled based on the
contact model by Thornton and Ning [28], as implemented by Loh
et al. [29]. The implementation is based on tabulation-scaling imple-
mentation that closely approximates the elastic–adhesive unloading
curve for a particle contact as modelled by Thornton and Ning. In this
model, the contact can become plastic if the contact radius exceeds
the one at which yield occurs, ay, here forth expressed in terms of
yield ratio cy = ay/D. In this model, the particle-particle unloading
force depends on the deformation history of the contact. If the contact
is in a plastic state just before unloading, then the contact stiffness be-
comes dependent on the amount of previous plastic deformation and
a new effective radius of the particle is calculated and stored.
Adhesion between fibres in DEM has been represented in a num-
ber of ways in literature. A recent example is by e.g. Guo et al. [16]
who used the liquid bridge force model by Mikami et al. [30]. For
pulp fibre networks adhesion between fibres can have contributions
from several different origins, e.g. van der Waals forces, Coulomb
forces, capillary forces, mechanical interlocking, etc. In order to reflect
the adhesive force between pulp fibres in air-dry state we use mea-
surements by Andersson [31] to choose an adhesive force maximum
of Fadh of 25 μN. The separation distance was chosen to be 1 μm
based on it being a relevant separation distance for both capillary
forces and mechanical interlocking, as well as computationally
viable since smaller separation distances would require decreased
time step sizes and increased computational costs. We choose in
this work to implement the adhesion between fibres based on the
model for capillary forces with fixed liquid bridge by Rabinovich
et al. [32] [33] and to calibrate the model to reflect the given
maximum adhesive force and separation distance.304The resulting adhesive force as a function of surface-to-surface sep-
aration distance can be seen in [Fig. 3].
3.3. Fibre properties
The networks tested consist of 3000 fibres with a fibre length of λ=
2 mm, each fibre consisting of 110 particles of diameter D=18μm
[Fig. 4]. Fibres have a coarseness (fibre mass per unit length) of
0.27 mg/m, which corresponds to an effective fibre density of
1000 kg/m3, and a curl index ((Le−λ)/λ) of 0.15, where Le is the end-
to-end distance of fibres. The cross section of the modelled fibres is in-
herently circular due to the spherical particles used as opposed to the
more elliptical or rectangular cross section of the pulpfibres. The chosen
diameter of the particles is based on matching the cross-sectional area
of the simulated fibre with the measured fibre. The rationale here is to
match the fibre volume and in consequence match the solid volume
fraction of the simulated and the measured networks based on the
well-known dependence of pressure and fibre-fibre contacts on solid
volume fraction [2,4]. The bonded particles are spaced one diameter
apart leading to a slight surface roughness of the fibre as seen in
[Fig. 2]. The effect of the surface roughness of fibres due to the con-
nected particle representation has been studied by Picu and
Subramanian [8,34] who found that roughness had not led to artificial
friction or adhesion of fibres in contact.
Stiffness of the fibres is defined in bending, axial, shear and twist
modes as kb = EfI/D, ka = EfA/D, ks = GfA/D and kt = GfJ/D,
respectively. Young's modulus of the fibres is Ef = 4GPa based on the
bending stiffness over the long axis of the fibre cross section from the
work by Lorbach et al. [35].
3.4. Network generation
Network configuration and properties like fibre orientation and con-
nectivity play an important role in the network response to compres-
sion. To create a realistic initial network for use in the simulations,
fibres are generated randomly in a dilute suspension, deposited by grav-
ity and consolidated to form a mechanically stable low-density aniso-
tropic fibre network with similar characteristics to what is commonly
seen in papers, hygiene products and nonwovens. The centre points of
the generated fibres being 0 < x < 0.01 m, 0 < y < 0.01 m and
0 < z < 0.07 m were used to generate a 1 × 1 cm deposited network
with an initial solid volume fraction of 0.06, matching the networks
from measurements in Section 2. In terms of the resulting generated
Fig. 4. Illustration of fibre network used in the simulations. The network consists of 3000 fibres with a length of 2 mm deposited in a 1x1cm area.
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ation, such as directly generating the final network configuration, single
fibre deposition, or themethod of placing seed points and then growing
individual fibres in 3D, in producing a mechanically stable and inher-
ently anisotropic network.
3.5. Mechanical testing
Uniaxial compression of the generated network is performed by
having a virtual wall compress the network from above. There are no
constraints in the x and y-directions and pressure measured in the inte-
rior area of the sample to exclude edge effects from decreasing areal
density close to the edges of the sample. The compressing wall is
moved in sequences of slow compression followed by a relaxation
time, to allow kinetic energy to dissipate, after which pressure values
are measured. Containing the kinetic energy while also avoiding artifi-
cial pressure fromdamping in the system is amajor challenge inmodel-
ling our system, especially for low pressure measurements. During the
unloading phase, the excess kinetic energy can lead to oscillations and
excessive breakage of adhesive bonds in the network. The issue can be
seen by, for example, monitoring the number of fibre-fibre contacts
for the network where the excess kinetic energy leads to oscillations
in the number of contacts, or by monitoring individual contacts where
the issue can be seen as particles alternating between being in and not
in contact. In order to achieve quasi-static measurements of pressure
and to avoid erroneous effects from the kinetic energy created in the
sample, we monitor the kinetic energy in relation to the fibre deforma-
tion energy as suggested by Abd El-Rahman and Tucker [36]. We take
steps to reduce the kinetic energy, such as prescribing low velocity of
the compressing wall, ramping up/down wall velocity when starting
and stopping, long waiting time during relaxation and a low time-step
size. All thesemeasures combined lead to simulationswith considerable
computational times.
To characterize the network during the compression-unloading se-
quence we calculate the fibre deformation energy and number of
fibre-fibre contacts. The fibre deformation energy, Edef, is calculated for
each intra-fibre bond as the sum of the deformation energy in each of














where θ and δ are displacements from equilibrium angles and distances,
respectively, and k is the corresponding stiffness. The fibre-fibre con-
tacts are counted as individual contacts between two fibres which can305consist ofmore than oneparticle-particle pair between consecutive par-
ticles of two fibres.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Network properties if only elastic contacts assumed
We begin by using an elastic contact model to study compression
and non-reversible deformation in a fibre network. [Fig. 5] shows pres-
sure vs. solid volume fraction (SVF) of the simulated network compared
to the measurements described in Section 2 for two consecutive com-
pressions. Here, the second loading is used to characterize the non-
reversible deformation caused by the first loading.
Comparing the loading curves of the first compressions [Fig. 5], we
see that the curve for the simulated pressure follows the measurement
well for very low pressure and continues to follow the overall trend of
the pressure development seen in the measurements, while
overestimating the pressure up to around one order of magnitude at
the point of maximum compression.
When looking at the second loading, we see that for the simulated
network the pressure starts at the same SVF as for the first loading
and that the pressure curves for the two loadings follow each other
very closely. This behaviour differs from the measured characteristics,
where the second loading starts having pressure at a significantly higher
SVF than for the first loading. Also, the pressure for the second compres-
sion is reduced compared to the first loading for the entire range of SVF
up to the point of maximum compression. This finding clearly indicates
that there has been no non-reversible deformation caused by the first
loading in the simulated results. We corroborate this conclusion by
looking at the number of fibre-fibre contacts in the network. The num-
ber of fibre-fibre contacts per fibre has for long been known to correlate
with the network SVF [3,4], and used as away of characterizing network
density. We therefore study the development of the number of fibre-
fibre contacts during compression and unloading, focusing on their
number that remains during the unloading of the network. An increased
number of fibre-fibre contacts after the compression-unloading-cycle
compared to their number before compressionwould indicate a change
in network configuration, and in consequence the network properties,
due to deformation of the network.
When looking at the development of fibre-fibre contacts [Fig. 6] we
see an extremely close correlation to the predicted values from the sta-
tistical model by Toll [4]. Comparing the simulated curves for loading
and unloading, we see that the number of contacts during unloading
retraces the path from the loading curve very closely, returning to the
Fig. 5. Simulation vs.measurements of thefirst and second compression. The simulated network involves only elastic contacts. The simulated results show that for the chosen network the
pressure development for the second loading overlaps with that of the first loading. This indicates that there has been no non-reversible deformation caused by the first loading in the
simulated results.
Fig. 6. Number of fibre-fibre contacts per fibre for the simulated network with elastic
contacts during loading (solid blue) and unloading (dashed blue). A statistical model by
Toll (black) is presented as a reference. The results show the number of fibre-fibre
contacts during unloading overlapping with the loading curve and returning to the
original number of fibre-fibre contacts after unloading.
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sion. This again indicates that the network has returned to the original
configuration without sustaining any non-reversible deformation.
We conclude that our use of elastic fibres given the simulated fibre
and network properties fails to reproduce non-reversible deformation
due to compression. Also, the simulated compressive pressure for the
repeated loading is not corresponding well with the measurements.
This is not surprising, and a direct result of the chosen setup not306capturing the deformation of the network from the first compression.
All in all, these conclusions signify the impact of the physics not
accounted for in the simulations when the fibres are having elastic con-
tacts only.4.2. Network properties for elastic contacts with adhesion
We continue by looking at compression of the same fibre network as
in the previous section, butwe now add inter-fibre adhesion. The goal is
to characterize the role that inter-fibre adhesion plays in non-reversible
deformation of the network from a first compression, and to also see
how pressure develops during a second loading. For the simulations
we choose the maximum adhesive force between fibres to be 25 μN
based on the measurements by Andersson [31]. We will compare the
obtained results to the case where no adhesive forces are present. In
addition, we will look at the effect of using an exaggerated effect of
adhesion by a factor of ten, using the maximum fibre adhesive force of
250μN.
From the results for the first compression of the network we can see
[Fig. 7] that an increase in the inter-fibre adhesion force creates a slight
increase in pressure in the very low pressure range, while at the later
stages of compression the curves collapse. We argue that adhesion has
an effect on pressure in a low SVF network, where fibres are less
entangled and can move more freely in relation to each other. In later
stages of compression, the effect of adhesion is marginalized.
Looking at the second compression of the network [Fig. 8], we see
some effect of the inter-fibre adhesion on non-reversible deformation
of the network from the first compression. The initial solid volume frac-
tion, measured at 0.1 kPa, for the second compression has increased
from 0.06 to 0.065 and 0.08 for inter-fibre adhesion forces of 25 μN
and 250μN, respectively, compared to no increase in the network with-
out fibre-fibre adhesion. We also see that the increased adhesion leads
to a reduction in pressure for low SVF after which the curves quickly
Fig. 7. The simulated first compression of networks with varying inter-fibre adhesion. In
all the cases the fibres have elastic contacts. The results show a small impact on pressure
development from increased adhesive force in the low SVF range after which the impact
becomes negligible.
Fig. 8. The simulated second compression of networks with varying inter-fibre adhesion.
In all the cases the fibres have elastic contacts. The increased magnitude of the adhesive
force is seen to increase the degree of non-reversible deformation from the first
compression in terms of initial solid volume fraction and decrease the pressures at low
solid volume fractions.
Fig. 9. Number of fibre-fibre contacts per fibre vs. solid volume fraction during unloading
for two networkswith inter-fibre adhesion compared to the casewith elastic contacts. The
number of contacts closely follows the elastic case during unloading before settling at a
plateau at a level dependent on the magnitude of the adhesive force.
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reversible deformation caused by the compression due to the presence
of inter-fibre adhesion. However, we also note that the degree of non-
reversible deformation of the simulated network is on a different level
than what is seen in the measurements [Fig. 1] for both magnitudes of
the adhesive force simulated. The source of the non-reversible deforma-
tion is further clarifiedwhen looking at a number of fibre-fibre contacts
per fibre during unloading of the network [Fig. 9].
During compression, the number of fibre-fibre contacts follows the
same curve as for the case with elastic contacts. If we follow the devel-
opment of the number of fibre-fibre contacts during unloading (curves
starting in the top right of [Fig. 9] going left) we see that, for the simula-
tions with inter-fibre adhesion, that number initially decreases and307closely follows the curve of the simulated case without adhesion. As
the compressing wall is moved further, the SVF decreases and the
curves for the caseswith adhesion start to deviate from the casewithout
adhesion leaving an increased number of fibre-fibre contacts remaining
during unloading compared to the case without adhesion. As the
compressing wall is moved even further away, the number of fibre-
fibre contacts for the cases with adhesion settles at a plateau and the
network loses contact with the compressing wall. The point at which
the curve starts to deviate from the non-adhesive case, as well as the
level of the plateau, are clearly dependent on the magnitude of the
inter-fibre adhesive force, with networks settling at 18 and 29 fibre-
fibre contacts per fibre for inter-fibre adhesion forces of 25 μN and
250μN, respectively, compared to the value of 12 contacts per fibre
before compression. Note that SVF is here calculated as the ratio of
the solid volume and the volume between the top and the bottom
wall leading to the SVF value losing some of its meaning once the top
wall loses contact with the network. The results show that the number
of fibre-fibre contacts after compression and unloading does not return
to the same value as before compression. This is a clear indication
of non-reversible deformation of the network and that the degree
of non-reversible deformation is dependent on the magnitude of the
inter-fibre adhesive force. The deformation of the network after com-
pression can also be represented visually as in [Fig. 10].
Next, we continue characterizing the effect of inter-fibre adhesion
on non-reversible network deformation by studying a compression-
unloading cycle up to a lower maximum compression. We use in this
case a network with inter-fibre adhesion forces of 25 μN and compress
it to a SVF of 0.12 in order to compare our simulations to the measure-
ments from a lower degree of compression labelled “10 k Pa” in
[Fig. 1]. The results show that after compression-unloading to a maxi-
mum SVF of 0.12 the number of remaining fibre-fibre contacts is on
the same level as for the case with the same network being compressed
to a SVF of 0.48, indicating that after a certain degree of compression no
further non-reversible deformation is produced in the simulated net-
work. Indications of this can also be seen in [Fig. 9] where the numbers
of fibre-fibre contacts during unloading for the case with adhesion and
the case without adhesion follow each other very closely from maxi-
mum compression down to a SVF of around 0.1. The rationale for the
plateau in fibre-fibre contacts and the fact that in these simulations
Fig. 10. Cross section view of slices from two networks after the cycle of compression-unloading. The left-hand network is from the case without inter-fibre adhesion and the right-hand
network from a casewith 250μN adhesion. Both networks are at equilibriumand not touching the upperwall (top and bottomwall removed for visibility). Fibres are colouredbased on the
fibre deformation energy (inter-fibre particle bond energy in normal, shear, twist and bend, see Eq. 6). The residual fibre deformation energy can be seen in the network with adhesion
after unloading while in the network without adhesion fibres return to a relaxed state.
Fig. 11. Simulated network with fibre stiffness reduced by one order of magnitude. The
number of fibre-fibre contacts per fibre vs. solid volume fraction is plotted during
unloading for two networks with inter-fibre adhesion compared to the case with elastic
contacts. The effect of reduction in fibre stiffness can be seen, leading to a higher
number of fibre-fibre contacts remaining after unloading compared to the
corresponding networks with stiffer fibres (see Fig. 9).
Subset of Fig. 11: Results showing number of fibre-fibre contacts per fibre during
unloading for networks with varying areal density. The simulated networks with the
same reduction in stiffness as above consisting of 3000, 6000 and 12,000 fibres in
the 1x1cm area. The results show only marginal influence of areal density. Increasing
the number of fibres leads to a slight increase in the number of fibre-fibre contacts
retained after unloading.
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reversible deformation of the network lies in the breakage of fibre-
fibre contacts during unloading. Non-reversible deformation after
unloading is due to fibre-fibre contacts not breaking during unloading.
The question of whether contacts break during unloading is determined
by a competition between fibre deformation forces andmoments acting
to return the fibre to the original shape and fibre-fibre adhesion forces
trying to keep the contact intact. At high SVF the fibre deformation
forces and moments dominate over adhesion forces and, as a result,
bonds break during unloading. However, as SVF is decreased, fibre de-
formation forces and moments decrease, and the network finally
reaches a point where inter-fibre adhesion forces outweigh fibre defor-
mation forces and moments. Then, inter-fibre contacts stop breaking
and create a plateau in [Fig. 9] and consequently cause non-reversible
deformation of the network. Evidence of this can also be seen in
[Fig. 10] where fibres are coloured based on the fibre deformation en-
ergy after unloading. In the right-hand network with adhesion, the
fibre deformation energy does not return to zero due to the adhesive
contacts creating residual strain in the network after unloading. Such
an effect can also be seen in [Fig. 11], where a network with one order
of magnitude lower fibre stiffness has been simulated in the same
way, resulting in a higher number of fibre-contacts retained after
unloading for the same magnitude of inter-fibre adhesion.
To prove that the number of fibres used in the simulations is suffi-
cient and that our results are not highly dependent on the areal density,
we perform simulations with a varying number of fibres [Subset of
Fig. 11]. Here we use the same reduced fibre stiffness as in [Fig. 11].
The networks consist of fibreswith elastic contacts and 250 μN adhesion
and contain 3000, 6000 and 12,000 fibres respectively. The results show
a small influence of increasing the number of fibres. The increased areal
density leads to a slight increase in non-reversible deformation as seen
in the slight increase in the number of fibre-fibre contacts retained dur-
ing unloading.
We conclude that for the simulated networks with elastic fibres,
inter-fibre adhesion has a certain impact on non-reversible deforma-
tion. The degree of non-reversible deformation is dependent on the re-
lationship between the adhesive force and fibre stiffness, with the
higher magnitude of the former and lower fibre stiffness leading to an
increase in non-reversible deformation after compression. The impact
of adhesion is, however, limited to a low SVF range where the adhesive
force can overcome the fibre deformation forces and moments. For
compression beyond this point, no further non-reversible deformation
is sustained. This indicates that inter-fibre adhesive forces help explain308non-reversible deformation for compression in the low SVF range,
such as seen in themeasurements labelled 10 kPa in [Fig. 1]. The results
also show that when using the adhesive force of 25 μN, no further
Fig. 13. Number of fibre-fibre contacts per fibre remaining during unloading of a network
with elasto-plastic contacts compared to a networkwith elastic contacts. The results show
signs of non-reversible deformation of thenetwork due to theplastic deformation of fibres
from the compression. We see an increase in the remaining fibre-fibre contacts after
unloading which was not the case for the networks consisting of elastic fibres, see [Fig. 6].
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around 0.1. Such a finding is not corresponding well with the measure-
ments (see measurement labelled 1000 kPa in [Fig. 1]), as it does not
capture the deformation of the network due to compression to high
SVF, again suggesting the impact of physics not accounted for in the
simulations.
4.3. Network properties for elasto-plastic contacts
After concluding that the large non-reversible deformation seen in
themeasurements is not completely understood by assuming the fibres
to have purely elastic contacts or elastic contactswith adhesion,we pro-
ceed to further investigate the origin of this deformation. The objective
here is to characterize the role that elasto-plastic contacts play in the de-
velopment of pressure and non-reversible deformation in a network
from a first compression and to also see how pressure develops during
a second loading. This is done by performing simulations of the same
network while taking fibre contacts as elasto-plastic as described in
Section 3.2. For the simulationswe choose the criterion for plastic defor-
mation by using the yield ratio values of 0.2 and 0.1.
Looking at the results for pressure vs. SVF [Fig. 12] for the first com-
pression, we see that for networks with elasto-plastic deformation the
pressure is unaffected in the low SVF-range, while at higher compres-
sion the pressure is reduced compared to the simulated network with
elastic contacts, in line with the results previously reported by Guo
et al. The effect is seen to be dependent on the yield criterion. A lower
yield ratio (less fibre transverse compression required to yield) leads
to a greater degree of reduction in the pressure. Also, the point at
which the pressure for the elasto-plastic case starts to deviate from
that in the elastic case is starting at a lower SVF. The results for the sec-
ond compression with elasto-plastic deformation (the dashed line in
[Fig. 12]) show that the pressure vs. SVF curve is reduced compared to
thefirst compression in the entire SVF-range up to the point of themax-
imum pressure where the curves for the first and second compression
coincide. The initial solid volume fraction, measured at 0.1 kPa, is
increased to 0.09 compared to the original value of 0.06, indicating
non-reversible deformation of the network. The rationale behind this
reduction in the pressure during the second compression is the plasticFig. 12. Simulated compressions of networks with elasto-plastic contacts compared to a
network with elastic contacts. The results for the first compression show that the
pressure is unaffected in the low SVF-range. At higher compression, the pressure is
reduced compared to the simulated network with elastic contacts. For the second
compression, the pressure vs SVF curve is shown for a yield ratio of 0.1. The results
show reduced pressure compared to the first compression in the entire SVF-range up to
the point of the maximum pressure, where the curves for the first and second
compression coincide.
309deformation sustained by fibres from the first compression, which re-
duces the contact forces and effective radius of fibres at the points
where plastic deformation has occurred. Since fibre networks with
elasto-plastic contacts behave identically to networks with elastic con-
tacts for cases where the yield criterion in the contact points is not
exceeded,we note that nopermanent deformation is sustained for com-
pressions up to low SVF. For the simulated networks shown above, no
significant non-reversible deformation is produced for compressions
up to a maximum SVF of around 0.1 or less.
Looking at the number of fibre-fibre contacts of a network with
elasto-plastic contacts, we see that during loading the number follows
that of the case with elastic contacts. During unloading [Fig. 13:] the
curve initially reverses following the path of the loading curve, while
at lower SVF it deviates, leaving an increased number of fibre-fibre con-
tacts. After unloading of the network, some 22 contacts perfibre remain,
compared to 12 contacts per fibre before compression, showing signs of
non-reversible deformation of the network due to the plastic deforma-
tion of fibres from the compression.
In conclusion, elasto-plastic contacts between fibres affect non-
reversible deformation both in terms of pressure development and the
initial solid volume fraction after compression of the network in the
cases where the yield criterion in the contact points has been exceeded.
The network pressure at high SVF is reduced compared to that in net-
works with elastic contacts. Also, for the second compression, the initial
solid volume fraction is increased, and the network pressure is reduced
compared to the first compression through the entire SVF range up to
the maximum pressure. All these findings are in good agreement with
the characteristics of measurements of compression up to high SVF
(see measurements labelled 1000 kPa in [Fig. 1]). However, as fibre net-
works with elasto-plastic contacts do not generate non-reversible de-
formation of the network for the cases where the yield criterion in the
contact points is not exceeded, the elasto-plastic effect itself cannot rep-
licate non-reversible deformation in the low-SVF range such as the one
seen in, for example, measurements labelled 10 kPa in [Fig. 1].
4.4. Network properties for elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion
After looking at networks with elastic contacts, elastic contacts with
adhesion and elasto-plastic contacts between fibres, we have concluded
that the impact of adhesion could explain non-reversible deformation
Fig. 15. Pressure development vs. solid volume fraction for the second compression of a
network with elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion, compared to the three networks
from previous results: Elastic contacts, elastic contacts with adhesion and elasto-plastic
contacts. The results show a significant impact on non-reversible deformation in the
network with elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion, both in terms of reduction in
pressure and increase in the initial solid volume fraction.
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plastic contacts could be behind non-reversible deformation for
compression in the high-SVF range. The next step we take is to look at
the impact of networks with fibres having a combined effect of
elasto-plastic contacts and inter-fibre adhesion. We therefore simulate
a network consisting of fibres with a maximum adhesive force between
fibres of 25 μN and a yield ratio of 0.1 for an easy comparison with the
results from the previous two sections.
The results for the first compression of the network having elasto-
plastic contacts with adhesion show close to no difference compared
to the first compression of the network with elasto-plastic contacts
without adhesion [Fig. 14]. The results mimic the comparison between
elastic contacts and elastic contacts with 25 μN adhesion in [Fig. 7],
again showing how adhesion has a very marginal impact on the first
compression.
Looking at the results for the second compression of a network with
elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion [Fig. 15], we see a notable impact
on the pressure vs SVF curve compared to the first compression. The ini-
tial solid volume fraction, measured at 0.1 kPa, is increased from the orig-
inal value of 0.06 to 0.15 showing significant non-reversible
deformation and in essence reducing the network thickness to less
than half the original thickness. For the simulated cases we note that,
while adding inter-fibre adhesion to a network with elastic contacts
gives only a marginal contribution to non-reversible deformation,
adding the same effect to a network with elasto-plastic contacts results
in a significant increase in non-reversible deformation sustained by the
network and reduction in the development of the pressure for the sec-
ond compression. To further clarify the source of the non-reversible de-
formation we study the development of fibre-fibre contacts during
unloading [Fig. 16].
The results in [Fig. 16] show a very significant difference in fibre-
fibre contacts retained after unloading for the case having the combined
effects of elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion compared to the previ-
ously shown cases with only adhesive contacts or only elasto-plasticFig. 14. Pressure development vs. solid volume fraction for the first compression of a
network with a combined effect of elasto-plastic contacts and adhesion compared to the
three networks from previous results: Elastic contacts, elastic contacts with adhesion
and elasto-plastic contacts. The results show that, for the first compression, adhesion
with the chosen adhesive force has a marginal impact. The results for elasto-plastic
contacts with adhesion overlap with the results from elasto-plastic contacts without
adhesion in the same way as the results for elastic contacts with adhesion overlap with
the results for elastic contacts without adhesion.
310contacts. The network having elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion re-
tains 70 contacts per fibre after compression compared to the values
of 18 and 22 for the networks with those two effects taken separately.
The curve is similar to the previously shown cases with adhesion
[Section 4.2] in that the number of contacts during unloading deviates
from the loading curve and settles at a plateau. However, the addedFig. 16. Number of fibre-fibre contacts remaining during unloading of a network with
elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion compared to the three networks from previous
results: Elastic contacts, elastic contacts with adhesion and elasto-plastic contacts
without adhesion. The contacts for the network having elasto-plastic contacts with
adhesion settle at a plateau of 70 contacts per fibre indicating a significant impact on
non-reversible deformation of the network.
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adhesive contacts as the level of remaining contacts is increased.
To conclude, combining the effects of adhesion and elasto-plastic de-
formation of fibres clearly has an unambiguous synergetic effect. The re-
sults show an impact on non-reversible deformation seen both through
a reduction of the pressure during a second compression and an in-
crease in the initial solid volume fraction after first compression that is
far beyond the sumof the individual contributions from including solely
adhesion or elasto-plastic contacts. We argue that this synergetic im-
pact stems from how the effects of adhesion and elasto-plastic contacts
interact and reinforce each other.Fig. 17. Pressure development vs. solid volume fraction for measurements compared to simula
are split into separate graphs (a): Comparison to measurements labelled “10 kPa”. (b): Compa
311Plastic deformation of contact points during loading of the network
reduces the fibre-fibre contact pressure and the effective fibre diameter
in these points permanently in the simulation. During unloading, the re-
duced contact pressure leads to adhesive contacts being retained to a
greater degree as shown in [Fig. 16]. The reasoning behind this relates
to the competition described in Section 4.2 between fibre deformation
forces and moments acting to return the fibre to the original shape
and fibre-fibre adhesion forces trying to keep the contact intact. The re-
duction in contact forces and the effective fibre radius essentially shifts
the balance in that competition in favour of the adhesive forces, leading
to an increase in the retained adhesive contacts. In this way, the effect oftions using the assumption of elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion. For clarity, the results
rison to measurements labelled “1000 kPa”.
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points.
At the same time, adhesive contacts remaining intact lead to less re-
arrangement of fibres and contact points during unloading and during a
second loading of the network. This effect ensures that the fibre-fibre
contacts during a second loading happen in the exact same spot
where plastic deformation of fibres has occurred during the first load-
ing. This works to transfer the full effect of plastic deformation from a
first loading to the pressure development of the second loading. The
proof of this can be seen in [Fig. 15] looking at the pressure at the max-
imum compression for the network with elasto-plastic contacts com-
pared to the network having elasto-plastic contacts with adhesion.
The fact that the maximum pressures coincide for these cases for both
first and second loading indicates that the addition of inter-fibre adhe-
sion has not increased the degree of plastic deformation sustained in
contact points as this would have reduced the pressure at a maximum
compression. Instead, the impact of the plastic deformation has been
amplified during the second loading leading to a reduction in pressure
up to the final point where it coincides.
We summarize the main findings of this section in [Fig. 17]. We
show that the combined effect of inter-fibre adhesion and elasto-
plastic contacts correctly reproduces both compression to high solid
volume fractions (SVF) and a lower degree of compression in terms
of pressure development vs SVF and non-reversible deformation
for first and second compressions of the network. We have shown
that this is not the case for the cases where only elastic contacts, elastic
contacts with adhesion or elasto-plastic contacts without adhesion
were assumed.
5. Conclusions
We study in this paper non-reversible deformation due to large net-
work strain from uniaxial compression in non-bonded, semi-flexible,
anisotropic networks. We formulate a discrete element framework
with bonded particles to characterize the impact of inter-fibre adhesion
and elasto-plastic contacts. To validate our results, we performed mea-
surements on a type of network often found in hygiene products
consisting of air laid Southern Pine pulp fibres. The main conclusion
that can be taken from our study is:
• We have found a clear synergetic effect of fibres having elasto-plastic
contacts and adhesion where the included physical phenomena rein-
force each other leading to a degree of non-reversible deformation of
the network far beyond that of networkswith only elasto-plastic fibre
contacts or inter-fibre adhesion.
We have proven this synergetic effect through the following line of
numerical experiments:
• If only elastic contacts between fibres are assumed, the simulated net-
works fail to exhibit non-reversible deformation due to compression.
The initial solid volume fraction and pressure development during a
second compression are largely unaffected compared to the first com-
pression, in stark contrast to what is seen in the measurements.
• Adding inter-fibre adhesion has an effect on non-reversible deforma-
tion in the simulated networks. The impact of adhesion is, however,
limited to a low solid volume fraction (SVF) rangewhere the adhesive
force can overcome the fibre deformation forces and moments. The
point in SVF up to which adhesion impacts non-reversible deforma-
tion is determined by the relationship between the magnitude of the
adhesive force and the fibre stiffness. For compression beyond this
point, no further non-reversible deformation is sustained.
• If elasto-plastic nature of contacts between fibres is introduced into our
framework without including adhesion, we observe an effect on non-
reversible deformation in the cases with large network strain where
the yield criterion in the contact points is exceeded. When yielding oc-
curs, pressure development compared to the corresponding elastic case312is reduced for a first compression. Also, non-reversible deformation of
the network is seen during a second compression both in terms of in-
creased initial solid volume fraction and a reduction in pressure develop-
ment compared to the first compression.
• Adding the combined effect of inter-fibre adhesion and elasto-plastic
contact produces identical results to networks having elastic contacts
with adhesion up to the pointwhere the yield criterion is exceeded. Be-
yond this point, the non-reversible deformation sustained by the net-
work is amplified compared to the individual cases of the networks
having elastic fibres with adhesion or networks having elasto-plastic
contacts without adhesion. The synergetic effect of adhesion and
elastoplasticity that amplifies non-reversible deformation is explained
by the following course of action:
o Plastic deformation decreases fibre-fibre contact forces.
o Decreased contact forces lead to adhesive contacts being retained to
a greater degree during unloading of the network.
o Retained adhesive contacts lead to fibres rearranging less between
the first and second loading.
o Less rearrangement of fibres and contact points lead to amplifica-
tion of the effect of plastic deformation during a second loading.
• The simulations with the combined effect of inter-fibre adhesion and
elasto-plastic contacts show the ability to replicate characteristics of
measurements. This is seen for compression to high solid volume frac-
tions (SVF), as well as lower degree of compression both in terms of
pressure development vs SVF and non-reversible deformation for
first and second compressions of the network.
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